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NOTICE OF MATERIAL DEFAULT
In accordance with Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-27-13(F), the East Ohio Gas Company d/b/a
Dominion East Ohio (DEO or the Company) hereby serves this Notice of Material Default upon
Energy 95, LLC d/b/a Quake Energy, LLC (Quake).
I. LEGAL AUTHORITY
Ohio law grants the Commission broad discretion to determine whether competitive retail
natural gas (CRNG) suppliers have complied with their duties under statute and under the
Commission’s rules. R.C. 4929.24(A)(2) grants the Commission general jurisdiction “upon
complaint of any person . . . to determine whether a retail natural gas supplier . . . has violated or
failed to comply with any provision of sections 4929.20 to 4929.23 of the Revised Code
regarding a competitive retail natural gas service for which it is subject to certification or any
rule or order adopted or issued by the commission for purposes of those sections.”
In accordance with R.C. 4929.10 and R.C. 4929.22, the Commission has adopted rules
governing the certification of CRNG suppliers, as well as minimum service requirements
concerning the marketing, solicitation, sale, or provision of CRNG service. Under this authority,
the Commission promulgated Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-27-13, which provides a range of
remedies for various forms of supplier misconduct.
Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-27-13(B), (C), and (D) respectively provide for suspension,
conditional rescission, and rescission of a supplier’s certificate. A less severe remedy is provided

under Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-27-13(F)(1), which states, “In the event of a material default, as
defined by a natural gas company’s tariff or by an agreement between the natural gas company
and the retail natural gas supplier . . . [t]he natural gas company shall serve a written notice of
such default in reasonable detail and with a proposed remedy to the retail natural gas supplier . . .
and the commission.”
As contemplated by division (F)(1), suppliers participating in DEO’s Energy Choice
program must execute Energy Choice Pooling Service (ECPS) Service Agreements with DEO,
and these agreements impose “Supplier Standards of Conduct.” See Gen. Terms & Conditions of
Energy Choice Pooling Service § 24. Failure to comply with these standards of conduct
constitutes a “Condition of Supplier Default” under the agreement. Id. § 26.11. Among other
things, these standards require a CRNG supplier to “conduct its activities consistent with the
PUCO’s Minimum Service Requirements for Competitive Natural Gas Service as set forth in
OAC Chapter 4901:1-29.” Id. § 24.2. Thus, to the extent a CRNG supplier violates the
Commission’s rules and regulations, it also violates DEO’s standards of conduct.
II. BACKGROUND
From November 19, 2014, to October 8, 2015, DEO received a number of complaints
regarding solicitations or enrollments involving Quake Energy. In response to these complaints,
DEO requested Quake to provide recordings of sales calls and, if applicable, third-party
verifications related to fourteen complaints regarding solicitations or enrollments.1 DEO also
asked Quake to provide it with copies of the following:
•

Call-center contact information and call-center scripts, inclusive of all call centers
authorized to make outbound calls to Ohio customers by Quake.
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DEO has transcribed certain portions of these calls below. To respect the privacy of the
customers, throughout the document the calls are referred to by number (e.g., “Sales Call 1,”
“Sales Call 2,” “TPV Call 1,” etc.).
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•

Outbound phone numbers used by Quake call centers when contacting customers.

•

Third-party-verification contact information, scripts, and scoring criteria.

•

Any and all Quake policies regarding solicitation and marketing to Ohio
customers.

In response, Quake provided most of the written materials requested by DEO, except for
the requested outbound phone numbers. Quake also provided call records associated with seven
out of the fourteen solicitations. Of those seven, Quake provided both sales calls and verification
calls for four, only sales calls for two, and only a verification call for the seventh. For six
requested solicitations, Quake provided no call records. Quake has not yet responded to DEO’s
request for call records associated with the fourteenth complaint.
A review by DEO of enrollment records received from Quake indicates that enrollment
records were received for five of the seven accounts for which call records were provided, with
the “sales only” call records resulting in no enrollment. Of the seven accounts for which no call
records were received, only one resulted in an enrollment with Quake.
III. MATERIAL DEFAULTS
Based on its review of the records and information provided by Quake, DEO is
concerned that Quake has violated the Commission’s minimum standards for CRNG service, the
Service Agreement between DEO and Quake under DEO’s ECPS tariff, and Quake’s own stated
policies and customer-enrollment guidelines. As a result, DEO filed and served this Notice of
Material Default and the accompanying Motion for Temporary Waiver.
The Material Defaults described under this notice fall into the following categories:
•

Record-retention requirements

•

Marketing, solicitation, sales acts, and practices
o General unfair, misleading, deceptive, or unconscionable conduct.
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o Failure to disclose terms, conditions, and limitations of contract.
o Implied solicitation on behalf of another.
o Potential implication of slamming rules.
•

Third-party verification

•

Failure to observe “do not call” registries

•

Failure to comply with internal policies and practices

Each of these categories is described in further detail in the discussion that follows.
A.

Record-retention requirements.
The Commission’s rules require CRNG suppliers to meet certain record-retention

requirements. Rule 4901:1-29-04(A)(1) and (2) requires each CRNG supplier to “establish and
maintain records and data sufficient to . . . [v]erify its compliance with the requirements of any
applicable commission rules” and to “[s]upport any investigation of customer complaints.”
Unless another period is specified elsewhere, “all records . . . shall be retained for no less than
two years.” Id. (B). Likewise, for telephonic solicitations, Rule 4901:1-29-06(E)(2)(b) requires
CRNG suppliers to “[r]etain the audio recording of the customer’s enrollment for one year after
the contract with the customer is terminated.” Additionally, as discussed in greater detail below
(see Section E.3), Quake’s own internal policies require that all sales calls be recorded and be
maintained for a period of two years.
As noted, for six of the complaints, Quake was unable to produce any records associated
with the solicitations, including any call recordings. For a seventh complaint, Quake produced a
recording of the verification, but not of the sales call itself. For the most recent complaint,
received by DEO on October 8, 2015, DEO has requested records but to date has not received
any information from Quake.
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All of these complaints and enrollments date to 2014 or later. Thus, all of the calls appear
to have occurred within the two-year retention window provided by the rules and by Quake’s
own internal policies. The lack of such records, or inability to locate and produce them, made it
difficult or impossible to determine the validity of the affected complaints. Accordingly, it
appears that Quake may have failed to comply with the Commission’s record-retention
requirements.
B.

Marketing, solicitation, sales acts, and practices.
For the seven calls for which at least one recording was provided, DEO’s review

disclosed conduct and communications that could be considered unfair, misleading, deceptive, or
unconscionable; calls in which the agent failed to disclose contract terms; and calls in which an
agent may have implied representation of an entity other than Quake.
1.

General unfair, misleading, deceptive, or unconscionable conduct.

Rule 4901:1-29-05(D) prohibits CRNG suppliers from “engag[ing] in marketing,
solicitation, sales acts, or practices which are unfair, misleading, deceptive, or unconscionable in
the marketing, solicitation, or sale of a competitive retail natural gas service.”
On at least two calls, when a customer representative has expressed reluctance or lack of
authority to enroll for service, the sales agent explicitly stated that what the caller was agreeing
to was not a contract:2 On TPV Call 1, the following exchange occurred:
Customer: “I’m not legally responsible for [enrollment with Quake], the treasurer
is. I’m not gonna say yes . . .”
Sales agent: “Yeah, that, that question, this is not like a contract or anything like
that . . . that’s why it’s, it’s asking a question, and it, I know, every single time it
goes through that . . . Give me one second here . . . .”3

2

These exchanges occurred between the sales agent and customer representative during thirdparty verification calls and issues on these calls are also addressed in Section C below.
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[Sales agent replays question.]
Customer: “Yes.”
On TPV Call 2, a similar exchange occurred:
TPV: “you are the person legally authorized to enroll these accounts with Quake
Energy and have chosen to do so, correct?”
Customer: “No.”
Sales agent: “You’re actually authorized on the account, like I said, there isn’t a
contract on this.”
Customer: “I am? How does that, how could that be? I have nothing to do with
it.”
Sales agent: “Because of the adjustments, like I said, it’s not, if it were anything in
terms of a contract, it’s specified here that you’re not, but in terms of any of the
adjustments for the program, you’re an authorized person on the account.”
In each case, the caller ultimately enrolled despite protesting a lack of authority to do so, and a
complaint followed. By denying that the customer was entering into a contract, Quake appears to
have engaged in misleading or deceptive conduct in violation of this rule.
Other exchanges indicate other misleading conduct on the part of Quake and its sales
agents. On Sales Call 3, when a customer representative was hesitant to disclose the account
number, the agent stated, “this isn’t an adjustment,” that “this is just the program that [the
customers] already have established.” The agent went on to say that all Quake does is “apply the
rate reduction” that is available for the account. On Sales Call 2, the person speaking with the
sales agent stated that she was “just accounts payable,” and was not familiar with the Energy
Choice program. Despite the caller’s statement that the caller was not in the position to authorize
a change in supplier, the agent stated that she would “get everything adjusted for [the customer]
as a courtesy.” In that same call, the customer representative asked, “Is this something that’s
3

Emphases used in the transcription here and elsewhere are intended to highlight statements for
the benefit of the reader and not to imply that a spoken emphasis occurred.
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changing? Is this something . . . I’m not choosing anything,” to which the sales agent replied,
“It’s not changing anything other than the supplier, that’s just the program that you guys are in.”
Although some of the sale agent’s statements may be true if considered in isolation, they
appear misleading in context. The statements seem to have been made to encourage an individual
who did not understand the Energy Choice program to believe that a change in supplier was only
an “adjustment” to or requirement of a program the customer was already participating in.
2.

Failure to disclose terms, conditions, and limitations of contract.

The Commission’s rules also prohibit CRNG suppliers from “failing to disclose all terms,
conditions, and limitations, including but not limited to contract length, prices, fees and
termination fees, or penalties, and any discretionary charges.” Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-2905(D)(2).
As mentioned above, there were at least two instances, TPV Calls 1 and 2, in which the
sales agent affirmatively denied that the customer was entering a contract, when in fact a new
contract was being entered. Denial that a customer’s enrollment with Quake involves entering a
contract constitutes a failure to disclose the actual terms, conditions and limitations of a contract.
On Sales Calls 2 and 3, the sales agent failed to disclose the offered rate, only briefly
mentioning that the customer would receive a “new low variable rate,” without explaining what
that rate was, how it is derived, or how it would affect the customer’s monthly bill.
On Sales Calls 1, 2, and 3, the sales agent failed to explain whether there was a contract
term, termination or other fees, or any other charges. Although the automated third-party
verification calls did include a lengthy statement describing the terms and conditions of the
contract (see Attachment A at 6), DEO is concerned that this question, presented in the midst of
an automated verification process, may be the first time the customer is confronted with the fact
that he or she is actually entering a contract with Quake. Along those lines, the word “contract”
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does not appear in the verification process, and the word “agreement” only appears once in that
process, at the end of a lengthy paragraph. As DEO understands the rules, the verification
process is intended to confirm terms and conditions that the customer has already agreed to, not
to present the terms and conditions for the first time.
3.

Implied solicitation on behalf of another.

The Commission’s rules also prohibit CRNG suppliers from engaging “in any solicitation
that leads the customer to believe that the retail natural gas supplier . . . is soliciting on behalf of
or is an agent of any entity other than the competitive retail natural gas supplier.” Ohio Adm.
Code 4901:1-29-05(D)(5).
On a number of calls, DEO observed the sales agent repeatedly make references to the
State of Ohio or the Energy Choice program, followed closely by statements suggesting that the
call or enrollment was required. For example, on Sales Call 2, in response to a customer
representative expressing a lack of familiarity with the Energy Choice program, the agent made
the following statement:
“ . . . . The whole reason I’m calling again, you guys are in the Energy Choice
program, and that just dictates that you guys always have the best rate on your
account. That way you guys are not wasting any overhead. So that’s the reason for
the call.”
On the same call, the agent said:
“We’re just governed by the State of Ohio for the program that you guys are in, so
they just require us to verify three pieces of information with you, then we
proceed forward and I get everything adjusted for you as a courtesy and it takes
just a few moments for me to get everything updated for you.”
On Sales Call 3, the agent suggested to a customer representative unfamiliar with the
program that the call was required under the Energy Choice program:
“ . . . . you guys are a participant with the Dominion East Ohio Energy Choice
Program, it says it right on your statement. What it is, I’m not sure if you’re
familiar with the program, but just as a courtesy, we’re to call you and go over
8

what program rate reductions that you’re entitled to and then supply those for
you.”
On this call, the agent specifically referenced the State of Ohio as requiring the call:
“ . . . . the reason for us verifying it is just because we’re governed by the State of
Ohio to assure your account information, um, and then all we do is apply the rate
reduction for you and give you that information and then send that out to you in
about two to three business days. ”
On Sales Call 1, the agent similarly implied to a customer representative that the sales
call was a requirement of the Energy Choice program:
“ . . . . the reason for my call, you guys have an Energy Choice program, and I
don’t know what your level of familiarity with that is, uh, but basically, so that if
ever there was any way to of course reduce the overhead that you’re to be
contacted with the information.”
Finally, DEO would also note that four of the complaints, for which no call records were
produced, involved allegations that the Quake agent suggested an association between the agent
and DEO. DEO was unable to verify these complaints, given the lack of recording, but such
conduct would be consistent with the recordings provided.
Based on these calls and complaints, DEO is concerned that customers may receive the
impression that they are speaking to someone formally associated with either the State of Ohio or
DEO’s Energy Choice program. In addition to being misleading, such conduct could violate Rule
4901:1-29-05(D)(5).
4.

Potential implication of slamming rules.

Finally, DEO would note that the conduct observed on Calls 1, 2, and 3 could support a
finding that customers were enrolled without authorization, in violation of the rule against
slamming. Slamming occurs when “the customer’s retail natural gas supplier . . . has been
switched without the customer’s authorization.” Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-29-08(D)(1).
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Although the callers ultimately answered “yes” to the supplier change, it is not clear
whether such authorizations should be considered valid. In each case, the sales agent appears to
have made misleading or deceptive statements to overcome the caller’s hesitation or even the
caller’s affirmative representation that he or she lacked authority to authorize the switch. It is
unclear to DEO whether the Commission would consider these situations to constitute slamming,
but DEO raises the issue for the Commission’s consideration.
C.

Third-party verification
Rule 4901:1-29-06(E)(1) requires CRNG suppliers to “make . . . a date- and time-

stamped audio recording by an independent third-party verifier that verifies” a number of items.
DEO observed on TPV Calls 1 through 4 that the sales agent remained on the call during
the third-party verification and coached the customer representative regarding the correct
answers to be provided. Quake utilizes an automated system to verify enrollments, and in some
instances, the coaching was limited to providing the proper form of response (e.g., using the
word “yes” rather than “correct” or “okay”) to satisfy the verification system. But in at least two
instances, the agent advised the customer representative regarding the substantive responses to
the questions. For example, on TPV Call 1, the following exchange occurred:
TPV: “you are the person legally authorized to enroll these accounts with Quake
Energy and have chosen to do so, correct?”
[pause]
Sales agent: “Sorry, it didn’t get your response for that, give me one second.”
Customer: “I’m not legally responsible for this, the treasurer is. I’m not gonna say
yes . . .” [laughter]
Sales agent: “Yeah, that, that question, this is not like a contract or anything like
that . . . that’s why it’s, it’s asking a question, and it, I know, every single time it
goes through that . . . Give me one second here . . . .”
[Sales agent replays question.]
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Customer: “Yes.”
On TPV Call 2, a similar exchange occurred:
TPV: “you are the person legally authorized to enroll these accounts with Quake
Energy and have chosen to do so, correct?”
Customer: “No.”
Sales agent: “You’re actually authorized on the account, like I said, there isn’t a
contract on this.”
Customer: “I am? How does that, how could that be? I have nothing to do with
it.”
Sales agent: “Because of the adjustments, like I said, it’s not, if it were anything
in terms of a contract, it’s specified here that you’re not, but in terms of any of the
adjustments for the program, you’re an authorized person on the account.”
Customer: “I have never had to do this in my 30 years here.”
Sales agent: “I know, its because of the deregulation, how they adjusted
everything. That’s ok, give me just one second, I’ll repeat the question for you
though, one moment.”
[Sales agent replays question.]
Customer: “Yes.”
Although the direct-enrollment rules prohibit the sales agent from remaining in or
returning to the customer’s premises during or after verification, see Rule 4901:1-2906(D)(6)(b)(ii), the telephonic-enrollment rules do not contain a similar prohibition.
Nevertheless, the Commission’s rules do require verifications to be “independent,” Ohio Admin.
Code 4901:1-29-06(E)(1), and generally prohibit “unfair, misleading, deceptive, or
unconscionable acts or practices” related to marketing, solicitation, sales, and customer
interactions, id. 4901:1-29-03(A)(1)–(3). It appears to DEO that a verification process in which
an automated system is managed by the sales agent may not be “independent” and could
generally lend itself to prohibited conduct, as shown in the specific instances highlighted above.
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D.

Failure to observe “do not call” registries.
Rule 4901:1-29-05(D)(4) prohibits “[s]oliciting via telephone calls initiated by the retail

natural gas supplier . . . without first obtaining the list of Ohio customers who have requested to
be placed on the federal trade commission’s ‘do not call’ registry and obtaining monthly updates
of the federal trade commission’s ‘do not call’ registry for the appropriate area code.”
DEO has received numerous complaints concerning the number of calls received from
Quake. During DEO’s investigation of these complaints, many of these customers informed
DEO that they had enrolled in one or more “Do Not Call” registries. Quake did not provide
records for these calls, but if the customer allegations are true, it is possible that Quake is also
failing to comply with the Commission’s rules concerning adherence to the “do not call”
registry.
E.

Failure to comply with internal policies and practices.
DEO also requested that Quake provide copies of its compliance protocols, call-center

and third-party-verification scripts, verification criteria, and outbound phone numbers used by its
call centers when contacting customers. At this time, Quake has not produced the outbound
phone numbers. The other materials provided by Quake are attached to this document as
Attachment A. Based on DEO’s review of the complaints in question, it appears that Quake has
failed to implement a number of these policies.
1.

Failure to follow call scripts.

One of Quake’s compliance commitments is “Describing the call.” (Attachment A at 1.)
According to this commitment, “It is crucial for representatives to accurately describe the call.
Solicitation calls are sales calls and must be marketed as such. Labeling the call as a ‘Courtesy
Call’ is strictly prohibited.” (Id.) Despite this commitment, on Sales Calls 2 and 3, the sales agent
described solicitation calls as being performed “as a courtesy.”
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Along these lines, DEO also observed on all calls for which recordings were provided
that the sales agent did not follow the script provided during the introductory portions of the
sales call. This portion of the script makes clear that the customer is speaking to a gas supplier
who is seeking to enroll them in a gas-supply contract. (See id. at 4.) For instance, according to
the script, the sales agent should inform the customer that he or she is “calling on behalf of
Quake Energy,” and that Quake is “an authorized gas supplier in Dominion East Ohio’s Energy
Choice Program.” Even on Sales Calls 5, 6, and 7, which did not manifest expressly misleading
and deceptive statements, the sales agents say they are calling “on behalf of Quake Energy in
reference to your Dominion gas bill” or “account,” and omit to clarify that they are a gas supplier
in the Choice program.
Similarly, the agents on these calls also failed to follow the portions of the script
requiring them to offer to help the customer “compare [his or her] options” for gas rates, to
explain the rate Quake is currently offering, and to clarify that Dominion “will continue to read
[the customer’s] meter, provide energy service, and send [the customer] a single bill as before.”
(See id.) On the calls in question, the sales agents simply directed the customers to find a copy of
their bill, without explaining that the rate offered by Quake is merely one supply option available
to the customer, and that Quake is a separate entity from DEO.
DEO is concerned that these omissions—concerning Quake’s identity as a supplier,
DEO’s role as the incumbent utility, and the call’s purpose to discuss supply options—could
result in customer confusion. Specifically, DEO is concerned that a reasonable customer could
be left with the impression that the entity requesting them to retrieve their bill is DEO, which
would place the entire call in a different light.
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2.

Violations of third-party verification protocols.

Another compliance commitment is entitled “TPV Process,” which states, “It is
imperative that customers answer TPV questions without any type of coaching from the
representative.” (Id. at 1.) Contrary to this commitment, as described above, DEO observed a
number of instances of coaching on verification calls. (See Section C.) This coaching, in some
cases resulting in the reversal of a caller’s negative answer, clearly violated Quake’s “Standard
Review Criteria.” (Attachment A at 7.)
Although some of the coaching was formal in nature (e.g., instructing the customer to say
“yes” rather than “correct”), this also reveals another inconsistency with internal policies.
Quake’s verification review criteria state that “Any positive response is acceptable,” and gives
examples of “Yes, ok, correct, all right, right, got it, understand, go ahead, sure, yep, yup, thank
you.” (Id.) Contrary to this criterion, DEO observed that only the response “Yes” was acceptable
to the automated verification system.
3.

Failure to record calls.

Another compliance commitment is entitled, “Call Recording,” which provides, “All
sales calls must be recorded. Recordings must be made available, upon request, for a period of
two years.” (Id. at 1.) Another document, concerning rule compliance, reiterates that Quake’s
policy is to “[r]ecord all sales calls.” (Id. at 2.)
Contrary to this commitment, Quake was unable to produce any call records regarding six
of the complained-of solicitations. On a seventh complaint, which concerned an enrollment,
Quake provided only a verification record, but no recording of the sales call. In addition to these
seven calls, there is one more complaint (also resulting in an enrollment) for which Quake has
yet to respond to DEO’s request for call records. Despite the lack of recordings, DEO determined
that the calls likely originated from a Quake phone number, based on DEO’s independent
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research regarding the phone number or based on discussions with customers or Quake
representatives.
From these instances, it appears that Quake is not consistently meeting its own policies
regarding the making or retaining of call records. This failure, in turn, results in an inability to
monitor such calls for compliance with other regulations and requirements.
4.

Failure to adhere to “Do Not Call” registries.

Quake also commits to observe “Do Not Call” Registries. One commitment states, “The
National DNC Registry must be checked and scrubbed against sales leads every 31 days in
accordance with FTC telemarketing regulations.” (Id. at 1.) Another commitment states, “In
compliance with FTC telemarketing regulations, Quake Energy maintains an internal DNC list.
This list is specific to Quake Energy and includes the phone numbers of businesses and
individuals who have requested to be removed from our solicitation list. This list is available at
any time from [a named employee]. It is also provided prior to the initiation of any sales
campaign.” (Id.)
As discussed above, DEO has received a number of complaints regarding repeat calling
from Quake. As noted, many of these customers informed DEO that they had enrolled in one or
more “Do Not Call” registries. Many of the customers with whom DEO spoke also stated that
despite asking to be removed from Quake’s call list, they continued to receive calls. Based on
these complaints, it is possible that Quake is not complying with its own policies regarding
external and internal “Do Not Call” registries.
IV. PROPOSED REMEDY
At this time, DEO is not requesting suspension or rescission of Quake’s certificate. If the
Commission agrees that Quake has materially defaulted under its ECPS Service Agreement,
DEO believes that Quake should be given an opportunity to remedy the issues identified above.
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Under Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-27-13(F)(1), DEO is to propose a remedy concerning the
underlying issues of default to the supplier and to the Commission. DEO accordingly proposes
that Quake voluntarily participate in a collaborative process involving the Commission Staff and
other interested parties to identify the specific, reasonable, and measurable steps to cure the
above violations and avoid the repetition of future complaints. Among other things, DEO
proposes that this process should address the following issues:
•

Specified improvements in quality-assurance procedures.

•

Revision of third-party-verification process.

•

Review and audit of policies and practices related to the following activities: callcenter, both sales and verification; general marketing, sales, and enrollment; and
record-keeping and -retention.

•

Commission review and approval of any changes to the foregoing policies and
practices.

•

Imposition of timelines for response to Commission or company inquiries.

•

Ongoing complaint monitoring.

•

Ongoing compliance reporting by Quake.

DEO further recommends that an appropriate timeframe be established within which
Quake must demonstrate that the agreed-upon steps have been implemented and that the
underlying violations have been cured. As discussed in its Motion for Waiver, DEO also
recommends that Quake not be permitted to request eligible-customer lists under Ohio Adm.
Code 4901:1-29-13(C) until such time as the agreed-upon remedial actions have been
implemented to Staff’s satisfaction.
Finally, DEO recommends that if Quake fails either to cooperate in such a process or to
implement the agreed-upon measures, more severe remedies be imposed, potentially including
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monetary forfeitures and suspension or rescission of Quake’s certificate. If deemed necessary,
DEO reserves the right to supplement this notice with a request for such relief.
V. CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, DEO respectfully requests that the Commission consider the
above evidence of Quake’s Material Default, approve the proposed remedy, and grant any other
necessary and proper relief.
Dated: November 9, 2015

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Andrew J. Campbell
Mark A. Whitt (0067996)
Andrew J. Campbell (0081485)
Rebekah J. Glover (0088798)
WHITT STURTEVANT LLP
The KeyBank Building, Suite 1590
88 East Broad Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215
Telephone: (614) 224-3946
Facsimile: (614) 224-3960
whitt@whitt-sturtevant.com
campbell@whitt-sturtevant.com
glover@whitt-sturtevant.com
(Counsel willing to accept service by email)
ATTORNEYS FOR EAST OHIO GAS
COMPANY D/B/A DOMINION EAST
OHIO
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of this Notice of Material Default was served by electronic
mail this 9th day of November, 2015 to the following:
Mark Yurick, Esq.
Counsel for Quake Energy LLC
65 East State Street, Suite 1000
Columbus, OH 43215
myurick@taftlaw.com
John Williams
Director, Service Monitoring and Enforcement Department
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
180 East Broad Street
Columbus, OH 43215
john.williams@puc.state.oh.us
Larry Sauer
Deputy Consumers’ Counsel
Office of Ohio Consumers’ Counsel
10 West Broad Street, Suite 1800
Columbus, OH 43215
larry.sauer@occ.ohio.gov

/s/ Rebekah J. Glover
One of the Attorneys for East Ohio Gas
Company d/b/a Dominion East Ohio

Attachment A
Quake Policies and Scripts

Quake Energy
Compliance Commitment
Quake Energy takes compliance very seriously. Following all FTC, state telemarketing, and Utilityspecific regulations is imperative for our customers’ satisfaction. Please note that this list is not allinclusive and is designed to supplement, not replace, existing regulations.
If you have any questions, please contact Lisa (lisa@energy95.com) or Tri (tri@energy95.com).
1. The National DNC Registry: The National DNC Registry must be checked and scrubbed against
sales leads every 31 days in accordance with FTC telemarketing regulations.
2. Quake Energy Internal DNC List: In compliance with FTC telemarketing regulations, Quake
Energy maintains an internal DNC list. This list is specific to Quake Energy and includes the
phone numbers of businesses and individuals who have requested to be removed from our
solicitation list. This list is available at any time from Lisa (lisa@energy95.com). It is also
provided prior to the initiation of any sales campaign.
3. Call Branding. It’s very important to always brand the call before mentioning the Utility’s name.
“Hi, I’m calling from Quake Energy in regards to your Dominion East Ohio rate.” The call should
be branded before discussing pricing, asking the customer to retrieve a bill, or leaving a
message.
4. Describing the call. It is crucial for representatives to accurately describe the call. Solicitation
calls are sales calls and must be marketed as such. Labeling the call as a “Courtesy Call” is
strictly prohibited.
5. TPV Process. It is imperative that customers answer TPV questions without any type of
coaching from the representative.
6. Call Recording. All sales calls must be recorded. Recordings must be made available, upon
request, for a period of two years.
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1) 4901:1-29-04 Records and Retention: Like most suppliers, we contract with call centers to
procure customers. While each call center has a slightly different way to store and retrieve call
records, we contractually require each to do the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Ensure that the customer is aware of the rate, rate type, terms and conditions.
Conduct the interaction in a professional manner.
Adhere to the script provided by supplier.
Record all sales calls, provide all requested call recordings within 48 business hours,
and not share or disclose customer information with any outside parties.
e. Verify that all sales calls do not violate any internal or external DNC registry.
2) 4901:1-29-05 Marketing, Solicitation, and Customer Information: We pride ourselves on
being transparent with our pricing, and none of our previous or currently available offers has
any type of cancellation fee. Please note that we do not do in-person solicitation. We think
it’s important to be able to record and verify sales transactions. In compliance with this
Chapter of the OAC, we also do the following:
a. Maintain an internal DNC list.
b. Clearly advertise offer expiration dates.
c. Place sales calls only between the hours of 9:00AM and 8:59PM.
3) 4901:1-29-06 Customer Enrollment and Consent: Please see Dropbox for Quake Energy’s TPV
script and scoring criteria. In compliance with this Chapter of the OAC, we also do the
following:
a. Retain the TPV indefinitely. We do not discard or recycle any TPV’s.
b. Submit the enrollment file to the Utility within three (3) days of completing the
customer’s enrollment transaction.
c. Send the customer a paper copy of the contract to his/her mailing address within one
business day of the enrollment.
d. Send the customer an additional paper or electronic copy of his/her contract upon
request.
4) 4901: 1-29-07 Credit and Deposits: Quake Energy has not established any creditworthiness
standards and does not collect any deposits.
5) 4901: 1-29-08 Customer Access and Complaint Handling: Quake Energy maintains both a tollfree and local phone number to enable our customers to easily contact us during normal
business hours. Our business hours are Monday-Friday, 9AM – 7PM. After hours, customers
may reach us via email. Emails are checked and returned daily. We fully cooperate with any
investigation and provide all requested documentation. All PUCO concerns have been resolved
and closed within the allotted time periods. All enrollments have corresponding signed
contracts, audio recordings, or electronic consent (depending on enrollment method). When
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Quake Energy customers express that they were switched to a different supplier without their
consent, we re-enroll them on their previous rate plan without prejudice.
6) 4901:1-29-09 Customer Information: Quake Energy does not disclose or use a customer’s
information for any purpose other than supplying gas. We do not collect Social Security
Numbers.
7) 4901:1-29-10 Contract Administration and Withdrawals: Quake Energy requires written
contracts to contain the customer’s signature on the same page as the terms and conditions
and/or the customer to initial each page of the contract to ensure version consistency. We do
not assign our customers’ natural gas contracts to other suppliers. We also do not offer “autorenewal” contracts, as we feel these often do not benefit customers. Customers on fixed rate
plans default to our monthly variable rate (month-to-month) at the end of their term.
8) 4901:1-29-11 Contract Disclosure: Our customer contract is in full compliance with this
Chapter.
9) 4901:1-29-12 Customer Billing and Payments: Quake Energy utilize rate-ready billing, so all
customers have their Quake Energy charges included on the utility bill each month. We submit
our rate codes each month to Dominion East Ohio, and the customers are appropriately billed
by DEO. DEO collects all funds and remits payment to Quake Energy.
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Hello, Good Morning/Afternoon,
I’m calling to speak to the person in charge of Gas Utility bill for this Residence.
My name is ______ calling on behalf of Quake Energy. We’re an authorized gas supplier in Dominion
East Ohio’s Energy Choice Program. It’s possible that you might be able to pay less for your gas with
Quake Energ,, so I’d like to help you compare your options. Is this okay?
Great. The rate I have today is ________/Mcf. I’m finding that this rate is up to 15% lower than what
many customers are currently paying, and there’s no cancellation fee with this monthly variable rate. So
if you decide you’d prefer a different rate, just call Quake Energy to make changes or cancellations
without a fee.
The best part is that Dominion East Ohio will continue to read your meter, provide emergency service,
and send you a single bill as before. You’ll just see Quake Energy listed as your supplier on that bill.
Go ahead and grab a copy of your Gas bill so I can show were you will see the new low rate on your bill.
I know you might not have been expecting my call today, so I’m required to wait.

Perfect, all I would need to do next just to make sure that I am doing my job correctly is take you
through a quick 60 second recording which will reconfirm what I said as a matter of record for your
protection. Please respond with clear “yes” or “no” answers so that your enrollment with Quake Energy
can be processed.
(Go to Verification )
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SA#: 47347

2015-9-2

Options Marketing Group: OH
English Only TPV Script
585-433-3215
Prompt Name

999

Prompt

Thank you for calling the verification process for Quake Energy.

repid

Please enter your rep ID, followed by the pound key.

btn
1099
1098

Please enter the customer’s ten-digit phone number, followed by the pound key.
You entered
To continue, press one, to re-enter press two.
Press:
 1 for Columbia Gas of Ohio
 2 for Dominion East Ohio

plan-util

Press:
plan-type

recorded1
recorded2
1097




1 for Fixed Rate
2 for Variable Rate

On behalf of Quake Energy regarding your <<System Plays Utility>>
account, for your protection and quality assurance, the remainder of this call will be recorded.
Is that OK with you? (Must get YES)
Today’s date and time are. (No response required)

not_utility2

Customer, you understand that Quake Energy is an authorized supplier in the <<System Plays
Utility>>
Energy Choice program, and not the Utility itself, correct? (Must get YES)

fullname

Customer, please state your full name and title. (Must say first name, last name, and the title)

billname1
billname2

Customer, please state the full name as it appears on the <<System Plays Utility>>
bill. (Name on the bill)

not_utility1

btn

3rdparty

authorized

acctnum

Customer, please state your 10-digit telephone number. (10-digit telephone number)
Customer, if you were authorized by another party to enroll these accounts on their behalf,
please state their full name and title, or if it doesn’t apply, please state “NO”. (Full name[s] and
title[s] or “NO”)
Customer, you are the person legally authorized to enroll these accounts with Quake Energy
and have chosen to do so, correct? (Must get a yes)
Representative, please state the full account number or numbers. (13-digit number). {Time out
set to 5 minutes}
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address

rescom

2015-9-2
Customer, please state the service address as it appears on the bill and if different, followed by
the mailing address. (Complete address including city, state and zip code). {Time out set to 5
minutes}
Customer, please state whether the accounts are residential, commercial, or commercial tax
exempt: (Must state one of the three options)

If variable, either Utility.
You understand that you are enrolling with Quake Energy, an authorized supplier in the
tandc1
<<System Plays Utility>>
Energy Choice Program. You will receive a competitively priced low variable rate on your
natural gas every month. The pricing will vary on a monthly basis, due to, but not limited to
such factors as weather, supply, and demand of natural gas. The monthly rate excludes all state
tandc2
and local taxes. Quake Energy is not responsible for any fees or charges from the incumbent
supply company. Your service with Quake Energy will be effective after your next billing date.
You may cancel this agreement at any time, without being charged any penalties or fees. Do
you accept these terms and conditions? (Must get a yes)
If fixed, Dominion East Ohio only
By saying, “Yes” at the end of the section, you understand that you are enrolling with Quake
f_tandc1
Energy, an authorized supplier in the <<System Plays Utility>>
Energy Choice Program. You will receive a fixed rate of <<system plays rate $4.895>><<per
f_tandc2
mcf>>
f_tandc3
until <<System Plays Term November 2015>>
After this, you will be placed on the monthly variable rate plan. The rate excludes all state and
local taxes. Quake Energy is not responsible for any fees or charges from your previous supply
f_tandc4
company. Your service with Quake Energy will be effective after your next billing date. You may
cancel this agreement at any time, without being charged any penalties or fees. Do you accept
these terms and conditions? (Must get a yes).

one_bill2
one_bill3

<<System Plays Utility>>
will still deliver your natural gas, read your meter, provide emergency customer service and bill
you every month just as they always have. You will continue to receive one bill from <<System
Plays Utility>>
just like you always have; the only difference you will see on your bill is Quake Energy’s name
with your new low rate. Okay? (Must get a YES)

welcome

Finally, you will receive a welcome package from Quake Energy in the next few days with our
terms and conditions reconfirming everything we’ve said here today. You’re able to rescind
this enrollment within seven (7) days if you’d like to do so. If you have any questions please
contact us at 1-800-279-9023, OK? (Must get a YES)

1091
1092
1093

Your verification is complete. Thank you for choosing Quake Energy. Your confirmation # is…
Press the star key to repeat, or press the pound key to continue.
Thank you.

Utilities
1_util
2_util
Units of measure
uom_mcf

Columbia Gas of Ohio
Dominion East Ohio
Per mcf (Dominion East Ohio) Per Ccf (Columbia Gas of Ohio)
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STANDARD REVIEW CRITERIA
 Positive Responses
Any positive response is acceptable – examples:
Yes, ok, correct, all right, right, got it, understand, go ahead, sure, yep, yup, thank
you.
Cannot accept any vague answer – examples:
Aha, Mmmmm, I guess so, I’m not sure, I don’t know, “yes, I guess” “At this
point, yes”, “I guess so, sure”, “I guess yes” or “I think so” all are not acceptable.
Reject these even if the rep comes on the line afterward and asks for a “clear yes
or no” and gets a “yes” from the customer.
 Representatives
Can the representative be on the line?
The representative cannot tell the customer what to say in response to any of the
positive response questions. They can ask for a “yes or no” or ask if the customer
understood the question, etc. But they cannot tell the customer to “just say ‘yes’” or “you
have to say ‘yes’”.
The representative cannot tell the customer “you’re not really enrolling in
anything”. If the customer does not seem to understand what is being offered the call
should fail.
The representative must be courteous and respectful.
 Telephone Number
Telephone number must include area code.
 Customer’s Full Name
Customer must give a first and last name.
Address
What is an acceptable address?
Are PO Box numbers allowed?
Are city, state, and zip required?
Address must be a service address and include street number, name, city, state and zip.
PO Boxes are not acceptable for the service address but are acceptable for the billing
address.
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 Title
All titles are acceptable. If all titles are not acceptable, we will need a specific list
of acceptable titles.
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